Mile Marker™

Cabinetry & Casework

Mile Marker
As advances in healthcare continue to shift the journey
forward, Mile Marker provides a familiar touchpoint
along the paths of patients and providers—from reception
areas, to clinical spaces, to workspaces, and more. It’s this
constancy and utility—from front door to back, from public
to private areas, and from clinical to respite spaces—that
earned Mile Marker its name.

Mile Marker offers single-source, coordinated
storage and boundary solutions at important
waypoints in the healthcare journey—check-in
casework, waiting rooms, nurses stations, exam
rooms, storage lockers, infusion bays, private offices,
and respite spaces—specifically designed for the
rigorous demands of healthcare environments.

For 70+ years, Carolina’s family-owned business has focused
on ensuring that people who design healthcare spaces, and
those who work and heal in those environments, feel better
in our care. Mile Marker is a part of that promise.

From public to patient spaces including waiting areas, caregiver stations, and
respite areas, our precise engineering and high-quality construction ensure support
for hardworking environments from installation throughout the life of the product.
The breadth of style and smart design across multiple applications offer easier
space planning and design cohesion.

On a typical day shift, the average
nurse spends 19% of his or her time
documenting patient records.1
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Simplicity in planning, durability in use
We understand the challenges of planning for healthcare
environments. That’s why we’ve designed Mile Marker for
simplicity—in planning and in use. Straightforward designs,
flexible configurations, and fast-tracked design support—
from specification through installation—are the foundation
of our promise to healthcare planners.
Smart design and breadth of style make it easy to plan,
specify, and install coordinated storage and boundary
solutions across applications and throughout the facility.

featured products
Mile Marker by Carolina
Exam Stool by Carolina
Orchestra Wing Back Recliner by Carolina
Designed for the complex demands of healthcare
settings, Mile Marker responds with exceptionally
engineered and built products that stand up to intense
daily use—from installation throughout the life of the
product. Plus, it balances that ruggedness with the
requirements of form, function, and budget.

featured products
Mile Marker by Carolina
Exam Stool by Carolina
Orchestra Recliner by Carolina

Solid construction, seamless surfaces, integrated
sinks, and touchless faucets are designed for optimal
infection control and easy housekeeping.

Mile Marker typicals
Pictured to the left are a few
of our Mile Marker Typicals.
Please visit our website for
more options and information.
carolinabusinessfurniture.com

Human-centered design
Casegoods should do more than simply store artifacts. They
should improve the experiences of people— making work easier,
supporting an environment for healing, and lending comfort at
essential touch points along the paths of patients and providers.
Mile Marker is designed on deep research into the daily needs
of healthcare workers: the need to work with efficiency, to
reduce fatigue, and to maximize care. Human-centered design
supports the natural flow of work, making work safer and more
satisfying for healthcare providers.

featured products
Mile Marker by Carolina
Orchestra Lite Recliner by Carolina

In a 12-hour period, healthcare workers spend only
1.1–3.3 hours in patient rooms; the majority of time
is spent walking between patient rooms and nursing
stations. Smart design allows them to focus on their
primary responsibility: the patient.
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Integrated locker options provide ample and accessible storage
solutions for caregiver and multiple use spaces. Ergonomically
designed and available in various sizes, styles, and finishes to
compliment any healthcare environment.

A sense of comfort and control
People heal better when they feel a sense of
comfort, normalcy, and control. Mile Marker helps
ease the stress of being away from home with
secure, convenient, right-sized storage for personal
items—in environments that evoke a sense of home.

featured product
Mile Marker by Carolina
Thoughtful spaces, like side
tables and lockers—for stowing
and safekeeping of personal
items—give patients a sense of
security and control in their
healthcare journey.

Mile Marker typicals
Pictured to the left are a few
of our Mile Marker Typicals.
Please visit our website for
more options and information.
carolinabusinessfurniture.com

a broad family of solutions
Abundant choices in size, style, and finishes make it easy to
specify storage and boundary solutions for any healthcare
environment. Chassis in many standard laminates (wood grain
and solid). Work surfaces in hundreds of laminate and solidsurface options. Pulls and hinges in many designs.

If your facility has unique needs of any kind, just
let us know. We can modify just about anything—
materials, sizes, or designs—to meet a need, match
an existing interior, or inspire new spaces.

Mile Marker storage solutions coordinate with Carolina’s
seating, tables, and freestanding casegoods products for
healthcare environments for single-source specification
from front door to back.

base cabinets

wall hanging base cabinets

upper cabinets

benches

storage cabinets and lockers

wall panels

work surfaces

Features
door/drawer pull options

cabinet features
Sustainability is our mindset

crest pull

era pull

forte pull

recessed pull

awe pull

pure pull

doors &
drawers

adjustable
levelers

work surface features

laminate

solid surface

adjustable &
fixed shelves

drawer liners

standard lock

hinge options

side splash

sinks

faucets

waste ring

euro 120º
hinge

euro knuckle
hinge

5 knuckle
hinge

optional
keyless lock

Like all of our products, Mile Marker is designed
and manufactured with a deep respect for the
natural world. Protecting natural places, facilitating
biodiversity, and reducing our energy, water,
and material use are essential to the growth of
our family-owned business and a part of our
commitment to our customers, colleagues and
community. We design and build Mile Marker to last
and adapt to changing needs, because the greenest
product is the one you don’t have to replace.
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